
                        JUDGING GUIDE 
 
Excellent 10:  No visible flaws, exceptional; 
with a Wow factor 
 
Very Good 9½-8½:  All parts are unaffected; 
execution well defined; no Wow factor. 
 
Good 8-7:  Approach and hurdle unaffected; 
execution defined, entry slightly affected.  
  
Satisfactory 6½-5:  Acceptable; adequate; but 
complete and entry slightly over or under; it’s okay. 
 
Deficient 4½-2½:  Nearly all parts affected. 
  

Unsatisfactory 2‐½:  The dive is a mess, but not 

failed. 

Failed 0:  The dive was either not complete or the    

somersault/twist was over or under rotated by more  
than 90 degrees.  
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